Broadening patient treatment options in the veterinary industry.
Quality Assurance: GMP & Formulation Standards

FACILITY STANDARDS

The UK is the only country that requires specials or compounding facilities to adhere to GMP regulation.

This requirement allows Bova to deliver its formulations in a world class facility, where the benchmark of quality is backed by the stringent regulatory system it abides by.

FORMULATION STANDARDS

- Sourcing of quality API’s, testing of API’s
- Stability trials
- All testing must be done from GMP labs who use fully validated methods
- Staff training and validations are done prior to any production
- Environmental monitoring, particle counting, pressure testing
- End product testing
Formulation of
  • Novel presentations of medicines to improve compliance
    • Palatability, prolonged use injections, pastes, liquids
  • Replace medicines otherwise unavailable from market
    Sterile manufacturing available

PRODUCT LIST: Only available on request www.bova.co.uk
APPROACHING INDUSTRY REGULATORS
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